Cool has conquered new spaces

New trends,
room for ”cool” ideas

ed. 01/08

Refrigeration Drawers

For more information contact Ariston after sale service:

Modern shapes and forms, plenty of space with flexible, functional solutions: the
kitchen is evolving. Aristons keen eye for new stylistic trends and changes in life
styles is looking for new ideas to meet emerging needs. Like this built-in
refrigeration drawer system with large storage baskets-drawers that
compliment both modern and traditional kitchens.
Not an alternative to the conventional refrigerator, just an extra comfort. A
brilliant, revolutionary idea that will change the way your kitchen can be
designed.

1-877-356-0766
or write to service@aristonamerica.com
website: www.aristonappliances.com

Making the most of space.

Not a small player.

The space inside the drawer is designed to
be used to the fullest. It is highly flexible
and fitted with different types of containers
that slide into place or can be moved
around as required providing room for
even the bulkiest food or items as tall as a
1 gallon jug of milk. The functional salad
crispers can be inserted either on the
upper or lower drawer as well as taken out
even more room. Convenient
storage of up to 3 bottles suitable
for keeping the beverages at the
right temperature, and if you do
not need this, just close it and it
will disappear.

Unlike other under counter refrigerators
this big box has the room for more than
just soda cans and water. The internal
space has been styled to be used in every
single compartment. It offers innovative
solutions such as two professional
stainless steel containers, ideal for
protecting food with intense aromas, such
as cheese, meat or fish. Remove and wash
them in the dishwasher.
Of course it would not be
complete without the handy
bottle racks.
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Top Drawer
Flex Box Drawer
Bottle Area
Salad Crisper
Fruit Box
Light
Butter Container
Egg Holder
Lower Drawer
Gastronomy Box

BDR 190 NA
Double Refrigeration Drawer
Option for custom panels
or ZDR 36 experience door
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

1 - Transparent
1 - Transparent cover/Tray
2 - Clear with cover
2 - Grey with 1 stainless cover
Yes
1 - Transparent
1 - Transparent

(3)

Stainless Steel with transparent cover
to preserve meat, cheese and fish.
2 - Stainless Steel - Placed on the bottom
Heavy Duty, full extension drawer slides

Bottle Holder
Drawer Slides
Product Characteristics
Dimensions
Product only
Product with Packaging
Panel

Always at the
right temperature.
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Not all food must be preserved
at the same temperature;
there is particularly delicate
food such as meat, fish and
some types of cheeses that require lower
temperatures. That’s why Aristons offers
two different temperature zones, one in
each drawer, in order to guarantee a
perfect cooling for all of the items you
store: between 15ºF and 50ºF in the
lower drawer for delicate food and
between 25ºF and 60ºF in the upper
drawer, suitable for fruits, vegetables,
eggs, butter, yogurt, wine, etc.

Trouble free design.
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Ariston reinvents and
revolutions the cooling space
concept. The new refrigeration
drawer adapts to every
kitchen need and provides
unlimited design options from
classical projects to modern ones, even in
those ones that have islands, where the
horizontal lines are the main actors.

Refrigeration drawer presented with kit inox doors ZDR 36 IX

Min. Cut-out dimensions
Max Door Panel Depth
Max. Door Panel Weight
Weight
Product only
Product with Packaging
Electrical
Voltage / Frequency / Amperage / Wire
Cable length
Capacity
Gross Capacity
Net Capacity
Additional Characteristics
Automatic Defrost
Self-closing Door Mechanism
Drawer Slides
Temperature Control
Position
Accessories
ZDR 36 IX

(1) fixed on the top of the superior drawer suitable to contain the egg-rack, the butter
container or small boxes.
(2) fixed on the top of the upper compartment designed to conserve 3 bottles of wine or
possible to hide for increased space
(3) easily removable to be placed on the counter top or to be cleaned in dishwasher
(4) easily removable to be placed on the counter top or to be cleaned

898 mm x 835-885 mm x 548 mm
35 1/3'' x 32 7/8''-34 5/6'' x 21 4/7''
963 mm x 907mm x 638mm /
38" x 35 3/4" x 25 1/8"
Height: 14 1/6'' / 360 mm
Width: 35 1/4'' / 895 mm
35 3/7'' x 33-35'' x 21 2/3''
2 cm / 1.9''
13 lbs each
58 kg / 128 lbs
65 kg / 144 lbs
110 V / 60 Hz / 2.5 Amps / Regular plug
8 ft.

35,35 ± 0,08
,08
±0

,57
21

35,43min
32,99÷34,96

Model
Type of Product
Styling

28,27 ± 0,12

1

4,72÷6,69
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In order to better protect
the food and preserve them
in the most hygienic state, the inside
of the refrigerator has been treated with
a patented permanent film derived from
silver rock that stops mold or bacteria.
Not only the best conservation, but also
with the minimum consumption.

m
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A highly ergonomic design. Nothing could
be handier than 2 sliding, fully removable
drawers built under the counter so that
you can store all kinds of food and get to
them easily, even those in the back.
Furthermore it allows perfect visibility
from above of all the contents, at a glance.

It width allows it to fit in both a
90 cm European cabinet or a 36”
American cabinet due to its side
trim. Offering multiple design
opportunities: 1) utilize the ZDR 36 IX
and match the experience line
design handle with other Ariston’s
appliances, 2) match your custom
panel in your kitchen for a hidden
and seamless styling, 3) or combine
both our ZDR 36 IX and your custom
panel for a unique design.

21
,6
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Cutting-edge
technology at its
most efficient.

32,87÷34,84

Nothing could be
handier!

190 liters / 6.7 cft
150 liters / 5.3 cft
Yes
Yes
Heavy Duty, full extension drawer slides
Off, 1,2,3,4, MAX positions
Upper right side
Experience Design
Stainless Steel Door with Handle

The auto-ventilation system allows for
under-counter installations without the
interruption to your toe-kick; you will only
need two small opening applied to the toekick to assure proper air flow. The perfect
solution to providing practical use to the
island in the kitchen.

